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Abstract
As a country that has strategic position, Indonesia faces illegal trafficking of people and goods. If the illegal
traffic is not taken seriously, not only the country will lose revenue from customs duties, but also not integrated
efforts against illegal traffic of goods and people. This paper will discuss the role of POLRI in assisting the
Immigration Office in combating human trafficking and smuggling. This paper will also discuss the problem of
illegal immigrants and human trafficking is complicated due to unscrupulous government and security apparatus.
This paper also seeks actors involved and their role in paving the way for illegal immigrants. Finally, this paper
argue the duty of POLRI in assisting the Immigration Office will run effectively if it involves a number of
government agencies relating to the management and supervision of foreign territories, including the Ministry of
Home Affair and the Armed Forces (TNI).
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1. Introduction
As a country lies in a strategic position, Indonesia faces so many illegal trafficking of people and goods. If the
illegal traffic is not taken seriously, not only the country will lose revenue from customs duties, but also not
integrated efforts against illegal traffic of goods and people. Specifically on the traffic, The Immigration Office is
the main component in the international traffic management from and to Indonesia. However, in the context of
combating illegal immigrants, The Immigration Office cannot work alone. This is because illegal immigrants and
smuggling has given profits for some people, as human trafficking involves many parties and networking.
Human trafficking network starts from the origin country, transit countries like Indonesia, and destination
countries, Australia.
The role and function of the Immigration Office, based on Law No. 6/2011 on Immigration, has limited
administrative function at the border crossing and immigration checkpoints. It is certainly not enough to
eradicate human trafficking network, in which allegedly also involved unscrupulous government officials, both
from the security institutions and other government actors, like local governments.
The Indonesia National Police (POLRI) as one of the government institution, have a role in the maintenance of
security and public order, law enforcement, protection, sheltering, and services to the community in order to
maintain Internal Security (Kamdagri). Specifically on combating human trafficking, the police have a duty to
supervise the functional police against foreigners.
Coordination in Indonesia with relevant agencies as stipulated in Law no. 2/2002 on Police Article 15 Paragraph
2, point i on monitoring foreigners who have no documents are gradually law enforcement function related to the
handling of illegal immigration and smuggling. Coordination with related institutions is manifested in a number
of cooperation agreements between the police with the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights, in particular the
Immigration Office. The cooperation agreement is on restrictive functions of each agency in the field. In terms of
law enforcement, The POLRI is a major component. Conversely, when it comes about immigration documents,
the Immigration Office is the one to do so. In addition, more coordination at the operational level in handling
cartel or group that organized human trafficking to Australia who makes Indonesia as a transit country, and also
from Indonesia to neighboring countries with the same purpose.
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This paper will discuss the role of POLRI in assisting the Immigration Office in combating human trafficking
and smuggling. This paper will also discuss the problem of illegal immigrants and human trafficking is
complicated due to unscrupulous government and security apparatus. This paper also seeks actors involved and
their role in paving the way for illegal immigrants. Finally, this paper argue the duty of POLRI in assisting the
Immigration Office will run effectively if it involves a number of government agencies relating to the
management and supervision of foreign territories, including the Ministry of Home Affair and the Armed Forces
(TNI).
2. Handling Illegal Immigrants and Its Problems
The Immigration Office is aware the strategic position of Indonesia and its implications for the tasks and role of
immigration as a whole. In the context of the immigration Office, the intensity of the arrival of illegal activities
and the presence of Indonesia as a transit country to Australia increase instability. In the cold war era, refugees
made Indonesia as a transit country due to political instability in their origin country or the rivalry of two great
ideologies.1 So in the post-cold war, refugees who make Indonesia as a transit country before crossing into
Australia is based on desire to find a better life. Post-Cold War political reason is used by some minority groups
in a number of troubled countries in the Middle East, Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran or Myanmar.2
Beside the issue of illegal immigrants, immigration in Indonesia post-New Order faced problem of human
trafficking from and to Indonesia based on commercial human slavery at work, illegally, in neighboring
countries. Jobs offered are working on plantations, restaurant waiters, and to become a prostitute. In the context
of human trafficking, The Immigration Office has limitation on cross-border management and immigration
administration. So that administrative processes is at crossing border of neighboring countries, assuming that the
administrative immigration is not abused for the sake of illegal employment in Indonesia and destination
countries.3
Another issue related to immigration is rampant acts of terrorism as impact of less stringent immigration
procedures in Indonesia.4 Terrorists allegedly using less stringent immigration procedures so that they can leave
and enter the Philippines or Pakistan and Afghanistan for training bomb-making skills to conduct terror acts in
Indonesia5.
Hikmawanto asserts five reasons why Indonesia is a transit country to Australia, namely: First, the position of
Indonesia and Australia although separated by a wide ocean. Second, the extent of Indonesia Sea Territory can be
easy penetrated by illegal immigrants. Many of them do not pass through Immigration Check Point (FAP) at
ports and airports. The Navy and the POLRI are not sufficient to guard a wide sea area against illegal immigrants.
Third, if they enter through official channels, there are local officials who can pass them with a certain amount of
money. Fourth, In Indonesia it must be admitted that, there are mafia facilitating illegal immigrants from some
countries in the Middle East to get to Australia. And fifth, the fishermen and sailors who dared to carry
improvised boats for illegal immigrants with financial compensation.6
1
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(accessed
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5
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medan&Itemid=27 (accessed march 12th 2015). See also Gunaratna, Rohan. (2002). Inside Al Qaeda: Global Network of Terror. New York:
Columbia University Press. Especially in Chapter One.
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11th 2015).
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However, Hikmawanto does not describe how society and government also take advantage of the proliferation of
illegal immigrants in Indonesia. The last ten years, for example, the area of Cisarua, Bogor West Java, changed
their appearance of being 'Arab village', because so many local people who get married, unregistered and
contracted, with a number of foreigners from the Middle East while he is together with his extended family.7
However, based on several studies and investigations from media and academic circles, these middle east
foreigners are not entirely out of the Middle East, but also from Iraq, Turkey, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, and so
on, both as tourists, refugees, and illegal immigrants, because some area in Cisarua is used as shelter for illegal
immigrants and refugees by UNHCR.8 In the “Arab village”, Cisarua, it is easy to get new identity, using
temporary ID card, or other document for the wedding. The “Siri Marriage” or “Contracted Marriage” needs a
number of documents required in order to facilitate the marriage process.9
Beside Cisarua, there is also Garut who become target for illegal immigrants. It is different from the Arab village
in Cisarua, Garut is more diffuse with the local community, making it difficult to distinguish them from the
general public. Garut has become target for temporary settlement, because through Rancabuaya, South Garut,
they can cross the ocean to Australia.
Arab village in Cisarua and Rancabuaya, South Garut, in West Java are examples of how easy to get in Indonesia
and settled down before finally cross into Australia illegally. This cannot happen if it is not supported by the
permissive attitude of local residents and government actors who sustain their existence. There are five elements
that take advantage of government agencies and pave the foreigners and illegal immigrants to reside temporarily
and even married a contract with the local residents, namely: First, local community leader who usually becomes
the RT or RW Chairman of the local authority which has issued temporary residence permits to foreign nationals
and illegal immigrants in the area. Usually because of the proximity and the motive to make profits, the foreign
residents get temporary ID card to settle permanently and marrying locals. Community leaders, when not serving
as Chairman of RT/RW, can recommend relatives to obtain a residence permit to the local RT and RW. Even on a
certain degree of daring guarantee the foreigners and illegal immigrants to become citizens of the local registered.
As long as there are people who are known to guarantee and incorporate other people into the Card family, the
RT and RW can proceed to obtain a permanent ID card.
Residence registration is a reproach to foreign nationals and illegal immigrants to obtain population
administration in Indonesia before crossing to Australia. There is a belief in a number of foreign nationals and
illegal immigrants, it will be easier to use the passport administration of Indonesian immigration as the country
of origin if they want to go to Australia, both legal or illegal. There are many foreigners and illegal immigrants
who do not have the patience to wait for becoming Indonesian citizen in order to have passport. No wonder then,
they take a shortcut by making mere transit before entering Indonesia illegally to Australia can be said to be
massive.
Second, local government actors, particularly Lurah and Camat (Local Administration Chairman) who
consciously or unconsciously legalize population administration, both ID Card and Family Card (KK) proposed
by local RT and RW. As in the context of bureaucracy, these legalities provide benefits for local officials. In
addition to the provision of population administration, a number of unscrupulous government also often helped
illegal immigrants who want a quick way to cross into Australia through the South Coast and South of Garut and
Cianjur.10 The Immigration Ofiice also put on list Sukabumi, Tasikmalaya, both in West Java Province and
Kupang, East Nusa Tenggara Province as entrance of illegal immigrants to Australia. Special to Kupang, the
distance to the Australian territory is just 24 hours away by fishermen boats.11
Third, the involvements of corrupt officials of Immigration Office in the process of immigration document issues.
7
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Immigration document can be processed if the illegal immigrants had residence documents obtained from the
help of two points above, individual community leaders and local government. However, this method is not very
much in demand by the illegal immigrants who risk their lives just to get to Australia, rather than using legal
means to document immigration from Indonesia.
In addition, unscrupulous immigration officials are often easily bribed by illegal immigrants in order to escape
from 13 of Immigration Detention Center (Rudenim) spread over in a number of regions in Indonesia12, or just
out a few hours of Rudenim to enjoy the city where Rudenim is located. As the character of the bureaucracy in
Indonesia, the unscrupulous Immigration officials are also easy to control with bribe them with some money, in
fact rarely also squeeze to profit from illegal immigrants and its troubled.13
Fourth, individual POLRI involved in passing illegal immigrants to cross into Australia. A high-ranking Agency,
ranked AKBP (lieutenant colonel), from the Directorate of Security Intelligence of West Nusa Tenggara Police
Office arrested illegal immigrant backings when they attempt to cross into Australia.14 The arrest of middle rank
police officer becomes a signaled that in the area closely to Australia, some rogue police officers in that areas
have potentially to take advantage of illegal immigrants who want to continue the journey to Australia. Although,
in other areas too, the involvement of individual members of the police were backing illegal immigrants are still
occur, for example, in the District of Baubau, Southeast Sulawesi, there are unscrupulous members of the Police
Chief Brigadier rank (Bripka), which became the guardian of dozens of illegal immigrants from Myanmar bound
for Australia.15
Fifth, the involvement of members of the TNI in paving the way for illegal immigrant to continue their journey
to Australia. The involvement of individual members of the TNI has been mostly a bodyguard of a group of
illegal immigrants who want to sail to Australia.16 In Sukabumi for example, there are five military personnel of
Kodam III Siliwangi escorting four mini buses containing dozens of illegal immigrants who will use the path
Sukabumi to sail to Australia. Also in Madison, East Java, a person caught in the TNI is preparing to deliver a
group of illegal immigrants from the Middle East to be pointing the way across to Australia for a fee of Rp. 10
Million (A$ 10,000) through the South coast of East Java.17
Aside of five people of institutional and non-institutional, community involvement in helping illegal immigrants
is also fairly massive. At least, based on the record Desk Handling of People Smuggling, Refugees and Asylum
Seekers (P2MP2S) Coordinating Ministry for Political, Legal and Security, there are 514 fishermen and boat
crews who were undergoing punishment in Australia as it helps take across illegal immigrants, of which 26 of
them are children18. Benefits received by the fishermen and the crew is relatively lucrative income when
compared to fishing, return around Rp. 50 million to Rp. 75 million (A$ 50,000-75,000) once delivery, although
the risk is obtained arrests for entry into Australian sea territory illegally and carrying illegal immigrants.
Based on above context, the problem of handling illegal immigrants in Indonesia until now is hard to do. This is
due to the many interests that take advantage of the opportunity for personal gain. There are three affirmations
attached thereto namely: First, the issue of illegal immigration has not been a threat to national security and
12
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sovereignty, because the border crossers are only making Indonesia as a transit point before crossing to Australia.
This particular situation makes the institution related directly or not directly related to not feeling makes the
problem of illegal immigrants as a priority issue. Although at the Coordinating Ministry for Political, Legal and
Security has established Desk Handling People Smuggling, Refugees and Asylum Seekers (P2MP2S), but the
function of the desk are more illegal immigrants and mediate issues of human smuggling cases involving citizens
of Indonesia, both in Australia and other countries is the goal of Indonesian citizens to work abroad illegally.
Second, because there is not a threat to national security and sovereignty of the state, the handling of illegal
immigrants are not shaded by the political policies that can bind to relevant state institutions and not directly
related. Policy is at least level assigned Regulation handling illegal immigrants in a number of state institutions
such as the Immigration Office that has the function of immigration and cross-border, Ministry of Internal
Affairs has the record function of population, as well as POLRI and military on the function of Homeland
Security and National Defense. No wonder because there is no policy that binds to a number of institutions
mentioned above, then each institution has not looked at the importance of handling illegal immigrants in their
respective institutions.
Third, a derivative to the second point, the handling of illegal immigrants is not in integral scheme between the
Immigration Office, the POLRI, the TNI, and also the Ministry of the Internal Affairs. The Immigration Office
handles illegal immigrants separate ways and not integrated with other institutions. The involvement of the
police, the military, and also Ministry of Internal Affairs are more than just supporting, which in certain
circumstances would reduce backfire against the Immigration Office due to violation of law because illegal
immigrants are trying to escape and bribe corrupt officials Immigration, asking for escort to TNI and POLRI
personnel, where a fishing boat has been waiting to carry illegal immigrants headed to Australia.
3. Police Support
Problems of illegal immigrants, as described above, will only be made if from the outset the government
considers illegal immigrants as a threat to national security and sovereignty. Because, without it, then each
institution, both the Office of Immigration and other institutions such as the POLRI just assume as part of the
roles and functions attached to each of its members, which will only feel involved when it became part of the
roles and functions itself. For example, the POLRI will only directly involved in the handling of illegal
immigrants if the illegal immigrants had been unsettling and threatening security and order, and homeland
security. The excess of the problem of illegal immigrants by the POLRI through the Detachment 88 AT (Densus
88 AT) and National Agency for Counter-Terrorism (BNPT) is strengthening the existence of terrorist
organizations in Indonesia, Directorate of Anti-Narcotics, Criminal Investigation Board of POLRI e and the
National Anti-Narcotic Agency (BNN) is a narcotic that use illegal immigrants as its courier.
However, the POLRI as one of the actual functions of state government has explicitly stated that the POLRI
conduct functional police surveillance against foreigners in the territory of Indonesia in coordination with
relevant agencies, as well as Article 15 Paragraph 2, point i, Law no. 2/2002 on the POLRI. Relevant agencies
were also ablaze leads the Immigration Ofice in the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights. Even in Article 15
Paragraph 3 of Law No. 2/2002 would require the legal level of Government Regulation in the handling of
foreigners within which is the problem of illegal immigrants.
Since 2007, the POLRI, International Organization of Migration (IOM,) conducted a variety of training and
strengthening understanding and operating in handling illegal immigrants by the POLRI, which involves three
entities and the divisions that exist in the POLRI Headquarters, namely: Security Intelligence Agency
(Baintelkam) , especially the Directorate of State Security, Security Maintenance Agency (Baharkam),
particularly in the Directorate Guidance Society (Bimmas), Maritime Police Directorate, and the Directorate of
the Air Police, and the Criminal Investigation Agency (Bareskrim), particularly the Directorate of Anti-Narcotics,
and International Relations Division, in particular the Secretariat NCB/Interpol. However, the training explicitly
intended to strengthen the role of the POLRI in handling security in the context of illegal immigrants in the
country. Thus, the task of handling illegal immigrants with limited immigration Office in coordination with the
restriction roles and functions of each institution. No wonder then if the training was initiated by IOM only on
strengthening the understanding of the POLRI in handling the anticipated negative effects of illegal immigration,
not the handling of illegal immigrants are integral to the Immigration Office.
The efforts made by the IOM to strengthen understanding and operational problems of illegal immigrants on the
legality of the POLRI because there was a barrier between the functioning of the POLRI with immigration
Office functions. It is recognized correctly by the IOM when seeing Law No. 2/2002 on POLRI and Law No.
6/2011 on Immigration, which one describe the function of Immigration Office as independent investigation
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which can process all immigration issues without having to involve the POLRI. At that point essentially support
of POLRI on the handling of illegal immigrants is not very clear.
Ambiguity exists in policing functions, which are also attached to the Immigration Office. Thus, if there is even
the POLRI support task associated with the handling of illegal immigrants more because of the effect of the
presence of illegal immigrants themselves are not in the settlement, as was done by the Bareskrim of POLRI and
the Office of Immigration on the handling of drug smuggling who use illegal immigrants as intermediaries and
couriers.19 The interesting thing is precisely the counter terrorism, there is no cooperation in writing as in
narcotics eradication. This situation would require assertions that the POLRI perspective, especially Densus 88
AT and BNPT that illegal immigrants have the potential for increased radicalization that lead to terrorism.20
Different interests and perspectives in seeing illegal immigrants between the POLRI and the Immigration Office
are understandable given the constraints and corridors roles and functions of each institution has not been fully
integrated. Gray area that should be undertaken together between the POLRI and the Immigration Office became
crucial point violations and actions taken advantage of corrupt immigration officials and police and other
enforcement agencies such as the military in the handling of illegal immigrants. The gray area in which arrests of
illegal immigrants, sending illegal immigrants to Immigration Detention House (Rudenim), supervision and
maintenance of illegal immigrants in Rudenim, escort the deportation of illegal immigrants and or shipment to
third countries, to the involvement of organizations such as IOM and UNHCR that do not involve the police and
other institutions in the process.
In the context of cooperation, it was not built in a similar position, because the function of immigration is more
powerful than the police function. So that in the context of handling illegal immigrants, the police do the
supporting job, except in the case of drugs and terrorism, which the police can take control of management
initiatives such cases.
There are four stages of assistance tasks that can be done by the police relating to the handling of illegal
immigrants by the Immigration Office, namely: First, the stage of monitoring the movement of illegal
immigrants will go to Indonesia. The POLRI at this stage to activate the role of Interpol and Police Attaché or
Liaison Officer of Police or equivalent is usually located under the same roof with the Defense Attaché
Indonesian representatives in several countries, particularly many of the residents chose to seek a new and better
life as the Middle Eastern countries, Iraq, Iran, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, Vietnam, Cambodia, and so
forth.
In addition, the involvement of Interpol is also intended to unravel organized international shipments of illegal
immigrants to Australia who make Indonesia as a transit country. Organized networks are not just sending illegal
immigrants to Indonesia, but also drugs and radicalism which of concern to police. During this international
network that organizes shipments of illegal immigrants has been building networks in Indonesia.21 Thus, sooner
or later it would threaten the existence of the network not only national security and sovereignty of the state, but
also threaten the people of Indonesia, bringing with them a radical ideology and narcotics.
Second, tightening sea patrols by the Maritime Police and the Navy in a traditional path to enter Indonesia
illegally, especially along the Straits of Malacca, the Sunda Strait, the waters of Natuna Islands, and harbor
illegal scattered in some other areas.22 This step is to close in and the mixed illegal immigrants with the general
public. Therefore, religion and kinship approach can obscure the identities of the illegal immigrants are from
pursuit by the security forces. During this difficulty Immigration and security is one of them because the local
people are actively involved in the obscure and hide information illegal immigrants with a variety of motives,
but money is a problem in common religious identity.
Third, intensive supervision related to the presence of strangers by the Police Directorate of State Security,
19
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Baintelkam, and Bimmas, Baharkam POLRI. The POLRI should always be informed by the Immigration Office
regarding entry and exit of foreigners to Indonesia than to get themself through the police network Interpol and
Police Attaché and Indonesian representatives abroad. The Intensive supervision of foreigners who will provide
positive stimulation for the limited space for illegal immigrants networks in Indonesia. It also means that the
involvement of unscrupulous immigration officials and security elements, both military and police would itself
limited.
Fourth, the involvement of communities and local government in Community Policing program organised by the
POLRI to maintain conducive environment. The program is also integral to the existence the TNI Territorial
Command of Babinsa can be partners in minimizing the space and the presence of illegal immigrants which
conducted independently by the people themselves. Besides stimulating community involvement is also limited
space for terrorist networks and drug abuse is also a concern that the POLRI were allegedly often a part of being
an illegal immigrant.
These four stages should be highlighted more effective if it is supported by the presence of at least of
government regulation. And it should also involve other institutions such as the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
the military. Therefore, the POLRI task may also be supported by other institutions will only be effective if they
are hand in hand to confirm that the illegal immigrants problem is part of their role and main functions. Legal
aspect is also on how the government is related to the handling of illegal immigrants. Because, as long as the
government still sees illegal immigrants not as a threat to state sovereignty and national security, so long as it is
also the handling of illegal immigrants would only be a ground for rogue elements both community leaders, and
state agencies to obtain economic benefits as an explanation at the beginning.
4. Conclusion
Handling illegal immigrants in Indonesia can only be done with the integral approach, which is not only done by
the Office of Immigration but involve other state institutions such as the Police, Army and Ministry of Internal
Affairs. Besides handling illegal immigrants should also actively involve the community in anticipation of the
process of assimilation to bring religious sentiments and reasons economic benefits.
Involving the handling of illegal immigrants, POLRI supports apparently can not just run the main roles and
functions of each. Different interests and sliced roles and functions both also involve other institutions such as
the military and the Interior Ministry. Moreover, obstacles challenges in handling illegal immigrants there are
contributions from the individuals not only police, but also the military and Ministry of Internal Affairs through
local government.
Addition of no less significance is the handling of illegal immigrants would be more effective and integral if
supported by the legality of the government at least equivalent to synergize Regulation institutions in it, both the
Office of Immigration, the POLRI, the TNI and Ministry of Internal Affairs. Government regulations are in
addition ensures the Indonesian government's commitment related to the handling of illegal immigrants,
government regulation is a form of coercion to the institution to establish coordination of assistance, to the joint
operations in the handling of illegal immigrants, during which it almost never happened.
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